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International design competition for a new Guggenheim Museum in Helsinki, Finland

From among 1715 participants from 77 nations, the submission from the team spearheaded by the
architects haas cook zemmrich was selected as one of six finalists in the first stage of the competition.
Knippers Helbig Advanced Engineering, together with the architects, developed the structural concept for
a timber-concrete-composite museum building - unique in its size and its height.
Structural Concept
The building complex consists of five towers of differing size, height and function. Three towers are
envisaged as multi-storey wooden buildings. The other two are designed as innovative, wooden tubular
structures unique in the world. Large open spaces with galleries and mobile platforms serve as flexible
exhibition spaces.
In close proximity to the harbour quayside, the basements and the ground floor connecting the five towers
have been designed in robust reinforced concrete.
A frame constructed of vertical and horizontal gluelam elements made of Finnish larch approx. 2m apart
together with a wooden shingle facade form a statically very rigid and strong tubular structure. The
wooden shingles have been designed as wooden panels (Kerto) which are developed and manufactured in
Finland.
The ceilings in the multi-storey buildings are made of just 15 cm thick reinforced concrete slabs supported
by gluelam beams. The mass of the concrete makes a positive contribution to the vibration and fire
protection characteristics of the ceilings.
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Fire protection
Timber structures can be just as resistant to fire as conventional buildings. This is also reflected in the
state building regulations of Baden-Württemberg amended in March 2015, which now expressly allow
combustible materials to be used in all classes of building. Rather, for the fire protection assessment of a
building, it is the strength and fire protection characteristics of the overall design and its individual
components that are important. The demands placed on a high-rise building can be fully met by the
present structural and fire protection concept. In case of fire, compared to steel, wood has the advantage
of forming a natural fire protection without additional cladding or coating through the creation of a
carbon layer.
The following design measures have been taken into account with regard to fire protection:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ground floor made of reinforced concrete.
Stairwell and lift shaft made of reinforced concrete, anchored in the lower floors
Ceilings made of wooden beams with thin reinforced concrete slabs forming a continuous,
non-combustible layer on each floor (to prevent the spread of fire from one floor to another)
Sprinkling the museum areas to limit the fire spreading via the facade and permitting the
realisation of larger functional units
Fire alarm system
Manufacture of the entire structure exclusively using load-bearing components with proven
fire resistance

outer timber structure

inner structure

outer timber structure

Kerto Q
ﬂame resistant
B-S2
horizontal ﬁrewalls
gluelam beams
R90
horizontal separation
of facade with
non-inﬂammable
elements

concrete slab 120mm
REI 120

reinforced concrete core
REI 180/REI240
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Timber structure and sustainability
From a bird‘s eye view, Finland is extremely green with about three-quarters of the land area made up of
forest. It is Europe‘s leading timber producer and one of the largest in the world. There is a long-standing
tradition of Finnish timber construction. Wood currently accounts for about 40% of all building materials
used.

Finland – the most extensive forest cover
in Europe

Finland – a land of forests

Some 23 million hectares (76%) is under forests in
Finland, representing about 11% of the forest area in
Europe (210 million ha).

Total area

Distribution of land area

303,890 km²
90%

34,540 km²
10%

16,980 km²
6%

26,940 km²
9%

32,280 km²
11%

202,680 km²
67%

25,010 km²
8%

Water
Land area

Forest area in % of land area, 2010
1–14
15–23
24–32
33–36
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Productive forest
Low productive forest
Other land area for
forestry

Agricultural land
Built-up area,
roads etc.

• Sources: Statistical Yearbook of Forestry 2014, Finnish Forest Research Institute; Statistics Finland 2014.
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37–48
49–63
64–76

Data based on State of Europe´s Forests 2011.

Sustainability already begins with the choice of material. Wood products have a special place when
considering sustainability. In contrast to other raw materials, such as steel or cement, which have to
undergo energy-intensive processes to convert them from the initial starting material to semi-finished
products, wood does not have to be processed but occurs quasi uniquely as a natural product. Through
photosynthesis, trees extract the greenhouse gas CO2 from the surroundings as they grow, giving off vital
oxygen and creating wood with the help of water and sunlight. As a rule this means that wood products
have already withdrawn more CO2 from the atmosphere while they were growing and fixed it in the wood
than will be emitted during manufacture, e.g. through transport and the use of machinery. One cubic
meter of wood extracts one to two tonnes of CO2 from the atmosphere. The CO2 storage function (CO2
sequestration) of timber even continues when it is machined and put to use. This is why wood always has
a negative CO2 balance. Thus, wood products counteract global warming and make a significant
contribution to climate protection.
Wood has been used for a very long time in the construction industry as a resource-saving building
material. It has inherently good properties for house building, is easy to machine and has an enormous
carrying capacity and a low weight. A cube of pine wood with a side length of four centimetres can
support about four tonnes, thus making it stronger than concrete. In addition, wood is both strong and
flexible, thus making it very versatile and is particularly suitable for use in earthquake-endangered
regions. But wood also has a positive effect on the climate in a room, because it can absorb the humidity
and subsequently release it.
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Through consistent use of wood as a construction and facade material, sequestration of approx. 240 t of
CO2 has been achieved in the Guggenheim Helsinki Competition proposal, corresponding to CO2 emissions of a medium-sized car travelling about 41 times around the globe.
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Taking advantage of the sequestration capacity of wood in the design of sustainable structures leads to
entirely new approaches to design. Minimum use of materials, as is known for example from the minimal
Advantages
TimberOtto’,
Construction
surfaces
à laof ‘Frei
is no longer the only way of ensuring sustainability of a supporting structure.
Rather increasing the amount of wood becomes an important target parameter in the design process. This
can be demonstrated clearly by current developments at Knippers Helbig Advanced Engineering in bridge
design. Pedestrian bridges made of solid wood cross-sections instead of light braced steel structures lead
to a new expression of sustainable (bridge) design. More (wood) equals less (CO2)!
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RE: thinking enables a new expression for sustainable (bridge) architecture.
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Factbox
Architect		

haas cook zemmrich | STUDIO2050 - Stuttgart

Planning team		
		

Planning of structural framework
Knippers Helbig Advanced Engineering - Stuttgart / New York
Competition team
Dominique Sghair, Nicola Haberbosch, Roman Schieber, Boris Peter

Exhibition concept		
hg merz architekten museumsgestalter - Stuttgart
Energy concept		
                                        Transsolar Energietechnik GmbH - Stuttgart
Public Realm		
Gehl Architects - Copenhagen
Renderings 		
Moka Studio
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